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Abstract

We introduce various homotopy structures on the category of operads, which shed some li
the homotopy theoretic nature of the barconstructionWB of an operad, the whiskering process
operads and theΣ-freeness condition. Using the lifting property of cofibrant objects, we cons
E∞ operadsA which are universal: anyE∞-structure lifts to anA-structure, canonically up t
homotopy throughA-structures.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Operads (for a definition see [15]) were originally introduced to study iterated
space structures [4,23,15,5] (they are already implicit in the work of Stasheff [20]).
in his work combined the operad approach with ideas of Beck [3], such as the use
functorial twosided bar construction, which made ann-fold delooping in one step possibl
The key ingredient is his approximation theorem, which compares the freeCn-algebra
CnX on a connected spaceX with ΩnΣnX, whereCn is the littlen-cubes operad of [4
Chapter 2, Example 5].

This approach to iterated loop space theory made homotopy invariance conside
redundant, which were in the center of the theory of Boardman and the autho
tackle homotopy invariance we introduced the bar constructionWB for operadsB. This
construction has been considered a bit mysterious in the past. In recent years
experienced a revival, implicitly through the works of Ginzburg and Kapranov [9], Ge
and Jones [8], and Batanin [1], who used concepts of trees similar to the one
W -construction to obtain cotriple resolutions of operads, and explicitly in the work
Markl et al. [14] and others. E.g., ifB is a cellular operad andC∗(B) the operad of its
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D(D(C∗(B))) andC∗(WB), whereD is the dual operad construction of Ginzburg a
Kapranov [14, p. 129].

In the present paper we readdress theW -construction and show that the augmentat
ε :WB → B can be considered as a cofibrant resolution of the operadB with respect to
a suitable homotopy structure onOpr, the category of operads. The universal propert
cofibrant objects then provides explicit examples of universalE∞ operads.

We start with a recollection of the bar constructionWB and its basic properties i
Section 2. We then introduce a number of homotopy structures onOpr in Section 3.
In those the weak equivalences are maps of operads which are genuine hom
equivalences after forgetting part of the operad structure rather than weak hom
equivalences. So they differ from the known Quillen model category structures onOpr.
Our structures make CW-approximations redundant, which are usually very big
destroy properties such as being quadratic. Apart from explaining the homotopy the
nature of the bar constructionWB they shed some light into the homotopy theoretic na
of the whiskering process for operads and theΣ-freeness condition. In the final section w
clarify the relationship between theW -construction and the cotriple resolution of opera
mentioned above and we address the question of universalE∞ operads and give example

In our early work [4] we used the language of “categories of operators in standard
(called (topological) PROPs in [5] in reference to work of Mac Lane [11]), which pre
operads and are an equivalent notion.

The present paper is an extended version of [25]. Since the latter has been qu
recent publications I decided to supply the details.

2. The bar construction

The bar construction, also calledW -construction, is quite formal and, for examp
makes sense in the categories of spaces, simplicial Abelian groups, chain complexe
categories, and suitable module spectra, but for the sake of an easy presentation we
ourselves to operads in the categoryTop of k-spaces, i.e., compactly generated space
the sense of [24, 5(ii)].

Consider the following diagram of categories and faithful forgetful functors.

2.1..

Σ-Top
U4

Opr
U1

Σ-Top′

U3

U2

N-Top

N-Top′
U5
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The objects ofN-Top are collectionsX = {Xn; n ∈ N} of topological spaces, and the
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morphismsf :X → Y are collections of mapsfn :Xn → Yn (in accordance with the
notation for operads we often writeX(n) for Xn). The categoryN-Top′ is obtained from
N-Top by requiring thatX1 is based andf1 :X1 → Y1 preserves base points.Σ-Top is
obtained formN-Top andΣ-Top′ from N-Top′ by requiring that the symmetric grou
Σn acts from the right onXn for all n and that the mapsfn are equivariant.Opr is the
category of operads. All these categories are topologically enriched: we giveN-Top(X,Y )
the product topology

∏
Top(Xn,Yn) and the morphism sets of the other categories

k-subspace topology of this product induced by the faithful forgetful functors. So
forgetful functors are continuous.

2.1. The operad of grown trees

A treeθ is a finite contractible directed planar graph except that the edges need no
vertices on both ends. Each vertexv has a finite set In(v) of incoming edges and exact
one outgoing edge. In(v)= ∅ is allowed. Hence each treeθ has a finite set In(θ) of inputs,
i.e., incoming edges with no start vertices, and exactly one output, i.e., edge with n
vertex. We allow thetrivial tree with no vertex

(directed from top to bottom).
ForX ∈ N-Top we define theoperadTX of grown trees onX as follows. An elemen

of TX(n) is a triple(θ, f, g) consisting of a treeθ with | Inθ | = n, a functionf assigning
to each vertexv of θ an elementx ∈X| Inv|, and a bijectiong : In(θ)→ n= {1,2, . . . , n}.
Here|M| denotes the cardinality of the setM. We interpreteg as the permutation whic
sendsi to j , if j is the label of theith input (we order the inputs from left to right). We giv
TX(n) the obvious product topology, more precisely the function space topology, ind
by the vertex labels.

We usually suppressf andg from the notation and think of an element ofTX(n) as a
tree with verticesv labelled byx ∈X| In v| and inputs labelled by 1, . . . , n according tog.
Composition inTX

TX(n)× TX(r1)× · · · × TX(rn)→ TX(r1 + · · · + rn)
(θ;ψ1, . . . ,ψn) �→ ϕ

is defined as follows: First relabel the input ofψi with labelk ∈ ri by r1 + · · · + ri−1 + k,
then stickψi with all its (new) labels onto the input ofθ with labeli.

There is a rightΣn-operation onTX(n) given by(θ, f, g) · σ = (θ, f,σ−1 ◦ g). It is
easy to check that these data makeTX an operad.

2.2. Relations. If X ∈ N-Top′,Σ-Top, orΣ-Top′ we can impose relations onTX:

(1) ForX ∈ N-Top′ orΣ-Top′ with base point∗ ∈X1 the following relation makes sens
for subtrees
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(2) ForX ∈Σ-Top orΣ-Top′ we consider the following relation: Letv be a vertex of a
grown treeθ ∈ TX(n) andθv the subtree (including all labels) consisting ofv and all
directed paths ending inv. If v has labelx · σ , σ ∈Σk , then for subtrees

The proof of the following result is straightforward. For details see [5, p. 31ff].

2.3. Theorem. The following functors are left adjoint to the corresponding forgetful fu
tors

N-Top→Opr, X �→ TX,

N-Top′ →Opr, X �→ TX/relation (2.2.1),
Σ-Top→Opr, X �→ TX/relation (2.2.2),
Σ-Top′ →Opr, X �→ TX/relations(2.2.1), (2.2.2).

2.2. The operad of trees

The operad T̃ X of trees is a modified version ofTX. An element of T̃ X(n)
is a quadruple(θ, f, g,h) consisting of a grown tree(θ, f, g) and a length function
h : Edgesθ → [0,1] such that the inputs and the output ofθ have lengths 1. As befor
we suppressf,g,h from the notation. We givẽTX the obvious topology defined by th
edge lengths and the vertex labels. Composition and the actions of the symmetric
are defined as inTX; the new edges obtained via composition by sticking trees on in
get lengths 1. These data define an operad. An element inT̃ X is a non-trivial composite iff
an internal edge has length 1. The operadTX can be identified with the suboperad ofT̃ X
of all trees having only edges of lenght 1.

2.4. Relations.

(1) Relation (2.2.1) has to be modified: forX ∈ N-Top′ orΣ-Top′ we consider the relatio
(∗ ∈X(1) is the base point)

(t1 andt2 are the lengths of the edges).
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(2) If X ∈Opr, we consider the following relation: An edge of length 0 may be shrunk

uces

ad

,

away by composing its vertices using the composition inX.

2.5. Example. Let M be the operad of monoids andµn ∈ M(n) then-fold multiplication.
In T̃M(3) we can consider the relation

2.6. Definition. Thebar construction for operadsalso calledW -constructionis the con-
tinuous functor

W :Opr →Opr,

B �→ T̃B/ (relations (2.2.2), (2.4.1), (2.4.2)).

The unit of the adjunction

Σ-Top′ →←Opr

extends to a continuous natural map of operads

ε = ε(B) :WB →B,

calledaugmentation, by forgetting the length functions and composing. The counit ind
a continuous section ofU1(ε)

η= η(B) :U1(B)→ U1(WB),

which we call thestandard sectionof ε.
If F1 denotes the left adjoint ofU1, thenF1U1(B) can be identified with the suboper

of WB represented by trees having only edges of lenght 1.

2.7. Proposition. U1(ε) :U1(WB)→ U1(B) is a homotopy equivalence inΣ-Top′ with
homotopy inverseη.

Proof. The maphs :U1(WB)→U1(WB) which replaces the lenghtt of an internal edge
i.e., an edge which is neither an input nor the output, by max(s, t) defines a homotopy from
the identity(s = 0) to η ◦U1(ε) (s = 1). ✷

3. Homotopy structures

SinceTop, the categoryTop∗ of basedk-spaces, and the category ofG-spaces,G a
discrete group, are complete and cocomplete, so are the categoriesC �=Opr in diagram 2.1.
The same is true forOpr (we will prove this below), and we know more:
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3.1. Proposition. Each of the topologically enriched categoriesC of diagram 2.1 is
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topologically complete and cocomplete, i.e., all weighted limits and colimits exist(for
definitions see[6, 6.6]). In particular, it is tensored and cotensored, i.e., there
continuous functors

C × Top→ C, (X,K) �→X⊗K,

C × Topop → C, (X,K) �→XK,

and natural homeomorphisms

C(X⊗K,Y )∼= Top
(
K,C(X,Y )

)∼= C
(
X,YK

)
.

Proof. Let C �= Opr. SinceC is complete and cocomplete, it suffices to show thatC is
tensored and cotensored [6, 6.6.16]. The cotensorXK is the collection of function space
{Top(K,Xn); n ∈ N} in each case with the obvious action ofΣn on Top(K,Xn) if
C = Σ-Top or Σ-Top′, and the null map as base point ofTop(K,X1) if C = Σ-Top′
orΣ-Top′.

ForC = N-ToporΣ-Top, the tensorX⊗K is the collection{Xn×K; n ∈ N} with the
trivial action onK if C =Σ-Top. If C = N-Top′ orΣ-Top′, the tensor is the collection o
Xn ×K for n �= 1 andX1 ∧ (K+) for n= 1, whereK+ =K ∪ {∗} with base point∗.

To prove the statement forOpr we apply [7, VII, 2.10]. We consider the continuo
adjunction

T :N-Top→←Opr :U

Opr is the category of algebras of the continuous monadU ◦ T onN-Top. By the enriched
version of [12, VI.2, Ex. 2] the functorU creates all weighted limits. In particular,Opr is
complete.

For the existence of weighted colimits it suffices to show thatU ◦ T preserves reflexiv
coequalizers, i.e., coequalizers

X
f−→−→
g
Y

h−→Z

for which there is a morphismt :Y → X such thatf ◦ t = g ◦ t = idY [7, VII, 2.10].
Being a left adjointT preserves coequalizers. So it remains show thatU preserves reflexiv
coequalizers. We show thatU creates reflexive coequalizers, which is enough. Given m
f,g andt of operads, we form the coequalizerh :Y → Z in N-Topand claim that it is the
coequalizer inOpr. We define composition inZ by

Zk ×Zi1 × · · · ×Zik → Zi1+···+ik ,([y], [y1], . . . , [yk]
) �→ [

y ◦ (y1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ yk)
]
,

where[y] is the element inZ represented byy ∈ Y . SinceZk×Zi1 ×· · ·×Zin is a quotient
of Y (k)×Y (i1)×· · ·×Y (ik), it suffices to show that this map is well-defined. Forx ∈X(k)
we have to prove that[

f (x) ◦ (y1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ yk)
] = [

g(x) ◦ (y1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ yk)
]
,
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the argument for the other factors is the same.
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[
f (x) ◦ (y1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ yk)

] = [
f (x) ◦ (

f ◦ t (y1)⊕ · · · ⊕ f ◦ t (yk)
)]

= [
f

(
x ◦ (

t (y1)⊕ · · · ⊕ t (yk)
))]

= [
g
(
x ◦ (

t (y1)⊕ · · · ⊕ t (yk)
))]

= [
g(x) ◦ (y1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ yk)

]
.

Since composition inZ is defined by composing representatives, it follows thath :Y → Z

is a coequalizer inOpr. ✷
This proposition provides the categories with canonical cylinder functors− ⊗ I and

path space functors(−)I . Hence we have the notions of homotopy, cofibrations, fibrat
and homotopy equivalences. The natural homeomorphisms of 3.1 imply, that the hom
relation defined using cylinders coincides with the one defined using path objects, a
homotopy means homotopy through morphisms in the category in the usual sense.

3.2. Lemma.

(1) Closed cofibrations, fibrations, and homotopy equivalences define a proper c
model structure in Quillen’s sense[18] onΣ-Top andN-Top.

(2) For each of the categories of diagram2.1, cofibrations and homotopy equivalenc
define a cofibration structure in the sense of Definition3.3 below. Dually, fibrations
and homotopy equivalences define a fibration structure. Moreover, all object
fibrant and cofibrant.

(1) follows from [22, Theorem 3] and its equivariant version, (2) is standard eleme
homotopy theory.

3.3. Definition. A cofibration categoryis a categoryC with an initial object∅ and
two subcategoriescofC and weC , whose morphisms are calledcofibrationsand weak
equivalencesrespectively. Morphisms incofC ∩ weC are calledtrivial cofibrations. An
objectA is calledcofibrant, if ∅→A is a cofibration, andfibrant, if each trivial cofibration
A→X has a retraction. The following axioms hold:

(C1) GivenA
f→ B

g→ C, if two of f,g, g ◦ f are inweC , so is the third. Isomorphism
are trivial cofibrations.

(C2) Pushouts along cofibrationsi exist.

A
i

f

B

f

X
i

X ∪A B
If i is a (trivial) cofibration, so isi.

(C3) Every map factors into a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence.
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(C4) Any objectX has a fibrant resolutionRX, i.e., there is a trivial cofibrationeX :X→

y are
e to

o

for

from
RX with RX fibrant.

We callC proper, if the following additional axiom holds.

(P) In the pushout diagram of (C2), ifi is a cofibration andf a weak equivalence, then̄f
is a weak equivalence.

3.4. Remark. Proper cofibration categories are studied extensively in [2], where the
simply called cofibration categories. Our present definition without Axiom (P) is du
Majewski [13].

Let u :A→B be a cofibration in a cofibration category. We form the pushout

B

id

A

u

u

pushout B ∪A B ∇
B

B

id

We factor∇ into a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence

B ∪A B i−→CAB
p−→B

and call the triple(CAB, i,p) a relative cylinder ofB relA. This construction gives rise t
an internal homotopy relationrelA between mapsB→X underA.

The proofs of the following two results in [2] do not use Axiom (P) and hence hold
our notion of cofibration category.

3.5. Proposition. If u :A→ B is a cofibration andX is fibrant, then all cylindersrelA
define the same homotopy relationrelA on the set of morphismsB → X under A.
Moreover, this homotopy relation is an equivalence relation[2, II.2.2].

3.6. Lifting Lemma. LetC be a cofibration category and

A
f

i

X

p

B g Y

a commutative diagram inC with p a weak equivalence between fibrant objects andi a
cofibration. Then there exists a morphismh :B→X uniquely up to homotopyrelA, such
thath ◦ i = f andp ◦ h� g relA [2, II.1.1].

On the categories of diagram 2.1 we now have an internal homotopy relation relA arising
from the cofibration category structures of Lemma 3.2(2) and the usual one arising
the cylinder functor. We show that the two agree:
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3.7. Proposition. Let u :A→ B be a cofibration in any of the categories of diagram2.1.
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Then the pushout

A⊗ I
u⊗I

B ⊗ I

A⊗∗=A CAB

with the natural mapsB ∪A B→ CAB→B is a cylinder ofB relA in the internal homo-
topy structure.

Proof. By [19] u⊗ I and(B ∪ B) ∪(A∪A) A⊗ I ∼= B ⊗ S0 ∪A⊗S0 A⊗ I → B ⊗ I are
cofibrations. Hence the induced mapB ∪A B→ CAB is a cofibration and the induced ma
CAB→ B a homotopy equivalence by [2, II.1.2].✷

For the remainder of the section letC andD be two categories of diagram 2.1 linked
a forgetful functor (we allow IdC )

U :C →D.
Adopting the terminology of relative homological algebra we define

3.8. Definition. A morphismf in C is called

(1) aD-fibration respectively aD-equivalence, if U(f ) is a fibration respectively a ho
motopy equivalence inD,

(2) a trivial D-fibration, if it is a D-fibration and aD-equivalence,
(3) aD-cofibration, if it has the left lifting property (LLP) for all trivialD-fibrations, and

trivial cofibration, if it is a D-cofibration and aD-equivalence.

3.9. Warning. Not all cofibrations inC areC-cofibrations. IfC = N-Top or Σ-Top the
closed cofibrations are precisely theC-cofibrations. IfC = N-Top′ or Σ-Top′, closed
cofibrations ofwell-pointedobjects areC-cofibrations, but there might be more. (Rec
that a space iswell-pointed if the inclusion of the base point is a closed cofibrati
A collectionX = {Xn; n ∈ N} will be calledwell-pointedif X1 is well-pointed.)

In each categoryC of diagram 2.1 the objects areC-cofibrant, because trivialC-fibrations
in C have sections.

SinceD-cofibrations are defined by a LLP, we obtain

3.10. Lemma. The class ofD-cofibrations inC is closed under pushouts, arbitrary sum
sequential colimits, and retracts in the category of morphisms.

3.11. Lemma. LetF :D→ C be left adjoint toU and letV :D → E be another forgetfu
functor of diagram2.1. Then

(1) U andF preserve the homotopy relation and hence homotopy equivalences.
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(2) Every fibration inC is aD-fibration, everyD-cofibration inC is a cofibration.
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(3) If f is anE-cofibration inD, thenF(f ) is anE-cofibration inC.

Proof. Since(F,U) is an enriched adjoint pair,F preserves tensors, hence cylinders
the homotopy relation, andU preserves cotensors, hence path objects and the hom
relation. Passage to adjoints shows thatU preserves fibrations. Cofibrations are precis
those morphisms which have the LLP for all morphismsZi0 :ZI → Z, induced by the
inclusioni0 : {0}→ I . SinceZi0 is a trivialD-fibration, eachD-cofibration is a cofibration
Passage to adjoints implies statement (3).✷
3.12. Lemma. Let i :K→ L be a closed cofibration inTop andj :A→ B aD-cofibration
in C. Then

(j, i) :A⊗L ∪A⊗K B ⊗K→B ⊗L

is aD-cofibration inC.

Proof. First letU �= IdOpr. If p :X→ Y is a trivialD-fibration, then so is

pi :XL → YL ×YK X
K

by the k-space version of [21, Theorem 10] and its equivariant analogue, becauU

preserves cotensors and limits. Hence the adjoint diagram of

A⊗L ∪A⊗K B ⊗K X

p

B ⊗L Y

has a fillerĥ :B → XL whose adjointH :B ⊗ L→ X is the required filler of the give
diagram.

If U = IdOpr we replace [21, Theorem 10] in the argument by [19, Corollary 2.8
Add. 3.6]. ✷
3.13. Relative Lifting Lemma. Given a commutative diagram inC

A
f

j

X

p

B g Y

with j a D-cofibration andp a D-equivalence, then there exists a morphismh :B → X

uniquely up to homotopyrelA, such thath ◦ j = f andp ◦ h� g relA.

Proof. Using the mapping path spaceP(p) of p we factorp

p :X
s−→P(p)

r−→Y
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into a homotopy equivalences and a fibrationr. Observe thats admits a retraction

m
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q :P(p) → X such thatq ◦ s = idX and s ◦ q � idP(p) relX. Since s is also aD-
equivalence andr aD-fibration, the latter is a trivialD-fibration. So there is a morphis
k :B → P(p) such thatr ◦ k = g andk ◦ j = s ◦ f . The morphismh = q ◦ k :B → X

satisfiesh ◦ j = q ◦ s ◦ f = f andp ◦ h= r ◦ s ◦ q ◦ k � r ◦ k = g relA. Supposeh′ is a
second suchh, consider the diagram

A⊗ I ∪A⊗∂I B ⊗ ∂I F

(j,i)

X

p

B ⊗ I
G

Y

whereG is composed of the two homotopiesp ◦ h� g � p ◦ h′ relA andF is defined by
the constant homotopy onf and the morphismsh andh′. Since(j, i) is aD-cofibration
by 3.12, the above argument gives a fillerH :B⊗ I →X, which is a homotopy relA from
h to h′. ✷
3.14. Corollary. If j :A→B is aD-cofibration and aD-equivalence there is a retractio
r :B→A such thatr ◦j = idA andj ◦r � idB relA. In particular, all objects areD-fibrant
in the sense of3.3.

3.15. Corollary. If f is aD-cofibration andD-equivalence, then any pushout off is so.

Proof. Let f be a pushout off . By 3.10 it remains to show thatf is aD-equivalence. By
3.11 and 3.14,f is a cofibration and homotopy equivalence. SinceC with cofibrations and
homotopy equivalences is a cofibration category (see 3.2),f is a homotopy equivalence
hence aD-equivalence. ✷
3.16. Proposition.

(1) If C �=Opr andD =Σ-Top or N-Top, then(C,D-cofibrations,D-equivalences) is a
cofibration category with all objects fibrant.

(2) If C �=Opr andD = N-Top′ or Σ-Top′, the same holds for the full subcategories
well-pointed objects(recall the definition from3.9).

Proof. So far we have verified all axioms except of (C3). So let us consider a morph

f :M→X

in C. The pair(X,f ) is an object in the under categoryM/C, and we have a forgetfu
functor

UM :M/C → C →D, (X,f ) �→U(X)

with a left adjoint

FM :D→ C →M/C, Y �→M ∪ F(Y ).
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LetTM =UM ◦FM denote the associated monad onD. The Godement resolution of(X,f )
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is the map of simplicial objects inM/C
ε :B•(X,f )→ (X,f )•

where(X,f )• is the constant simplicial object and

Bn(X,f )= FM ◦ T nM ◦UM(X,f ).
The simplicial structure maps and the simplicial mapε are induced by the adjunction ma
of the pair(FM,UM). Moreover,UM(ε) has a natural section

η :UM(X,f )• →UMB•(X,f ),
and there is a simplicial homotopyη ◦UM(ε)� id.

We take the usual topological realization and obtain a candidate for the factori
axiom

M

i f

|B•(X,f )| |ε|
X

If C is one of the equivariant cases, we have an inducedΣk-action on thekth
space|B•(X,f )|(k) = |B•(X,f )(k)| of the collection|B•(X,f )|. In the based case
|B•(X,f )|(1) has a natural base point given by the base point inB0(X,f )(1) = (M ∪
FUX)(1).

We haveUM(|B•(X,f )|) = |UM(B•(X,f ))|, because the realization is formed
N-Top. Since the realization commutes with products,UM |ε| is a homotopy equivalenc
in D. Hence|ε|, considered as morphism inC, is aD-equivalence.

Let |B•(X,f )|(n) denote then-skeleton of|B•(X,f )|. The canonical morphism

M→ ∣∣B•(X,f )
∣∣(0) = B0(X,f )=M ∪ FUX

is aC-cofibration by 3.10 and 3.11, becauseUX is C-cofibrant.
It remains to show that|B•(X,f )|(n−1) →|B•(X,f )|(n) is aD-cofibration.
Let i : sBn(X,f ) → Bn(X,f ) denote the subobject of degenerate elements. T

|B•(X,f )|(n) is obtained from|B•(X,f )|(n−1) by attachingBn(X,f ) × ∆n along
sBn(X,f ) × ∆n ∪ Bn(X,f ) × ∂∆n in N-Top, where∆n is the standardn-simplex. In
view of 3.12 it suffices to show thati is a D-cofibration. Each degeneracysi is of the
formFM(s

′
i ) with s′i :T

n−1
M ◦UM(X,f )→ T nM ◦UM(X,f ). Let j :

⋃
T n−1
M ◦UM(X,f )→

T nM ◦ UM(X,f ) be the subobject defined by thes′i , so that i = FM(j). Since these
subobjects are maps whose domains are iterated pushouts andFM preserves pushout
it suffices to show thatj is aD-cofibration inD.

Eachs′i is a closed cofibration, and, by Lillig’s union theorem for cofibrations [10]
its equivariant analogue [5, App. 2.7],j is a closed cofibration and hence aD-cofibration
in D if D is Σ-Top or N-Top by [22, Proposition 1] and its equivariant version.
D = Σ-Top′ or N-Top′ the same argument applies to the spaces in all grades exc
grade 1. Direct inspection shows that

M(1)→ ∣∣B•(X,f )
∣∣(1)→X(1)
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is the reduced mapping cylinder construction ifU = IdΣ-Top′ orU3 and the unreduced one

on 9],

know
t

with
of

ion

r
(iii)]).

ation
in the other cases with base point fromM(1), if a base point is required. If|B•(X,f )|(1)
is the unreduced mapping cylinder, thenM(1)→ |B•(X,f )|(1) is D-cofibrant by [22,
Proposition 1]. The same is true for the reduced mapping cylinder by [22, Propositi
providedM andX are well-pointed. ✷

If C =Opr, our result is not quite as nice as Proposition 3.16, because we do not
whether the pushout of well-pointed operads along aD-cofibration is well-pointed. Bu
our result is good enough for all practical purposes.

3.17. Proposition. Letf :M→X be a morphism inOpr andM be well-pointed.

(1) If D = N-Top or Σ-Top, thenf factors into aD-cofibration followed by aD-
equivalence.

(2) If D = N-Top′ or Σ-Top′ andX is well-pointed, the same holds.

Proof. We consider the internal realization inOpr
∣∣B•(X,f )

∣∣
Opr =

⋃
n�0

Bn(X,f )⊗∆n/∼

with the usual relations. By the argument of [17, 4.4] the internal realization coincides
the usual one so that|B•(X,f )|Opr

∼= |B•(X,f )|. We now apply the argument of the pro
of 3.16 to this internal realization. In particular,

M→ ∣∣B•(X,f )
∣∣(0)
Opr =M ∪ FUX

is aD-cofibration.
To ensure that eachs′i is aD-cofibration inD we need to know thatY →UM(M ∪FY)

is aD-cofibration forY ∈D, and thatTM preservesD-cofibrations.
If D is unbased,Y → UFY is a closed cofibration and hence aD-cofibration. In the

based cases induction over the number of internal edges in the tree description ofFY shows
that the same is true providedY is well-pointed (relation 2.2.1 makes this extra condit
necessary). Moreover, the induction also shows thatUFY is well-pointed. SinceM is well-
pointed, the inclusionUFY → U(M ∪ FY) is aD-cofibration. This follows by a simila
induction using the tree description of a sum of operads (e.g., see [5, (2.15)(i),(ii),
Again we find thatU(M ∪FY) is well-pointed.

Finally, given aD-cofibrationB ⊂ Y in D (of well-pointed objects ifD is based) and
a well-pointed operadM, induction over the number of vertices which are not inB in the
tree descriptions shows that

U(M ∪ FB)→ U(M ∪FY)
is aD-cofibration.

We now proceed as in the proof of 3.16 using Lillig’s union theorem and the observ
that any cofibration is also a based cofibration.✷
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3.18. Corollary. (Opr,D-cofibrations,D-equivalences) satisfies all axioms of a cofibra-
-

al

r

tion
tion category except of possibly the factorization axiom(C3), which is replaced by Propo
sition3.17. All operads areD-fibrant.

3.19. Definition. A D-cofibrant resolutionof X in C is aD-cofibrant objectQX together
with aD-equivalenceεX :QX→X.

SinceQX := |B•(X,∅→X)| →X is aD-cofibrant resolution, we get

3.20. Corollary. Given a forgetful functorU :C →D of diagram2.1, then

(1) if C �=Opr, there is a functorialD-cofibrant resolutionεX :QX→X for eachX in C,
(2) if C = Opr and D = N-Top or Σ-Top, each operad has a functorialD-cofibrant

resolution,
(3) if C = Opr andD = N-Top′ or Σ-Top′ each well-pointed operad has a functori

D-cofibrant resolution.

An inspection ofQX = |B•(X,∅→X)| shows

3.21..

(0) If U = IdC , thenQX =X.
(1) If U =U2 or U5, then(QX)n =Xn for n �= 1 and(QX)1 =XI , the mapping cylinde

(I ∪X1)/∼ of {∗}→X1 with 1∼ ∗ and base point0∈ I .
(2) If U = U3 or U4, then (QX)n = Xn for n = 0,1 and (QX)n = B(X,Σn,Σn),

the two sided barconstruction, forn � 2. Recall that there is aΣn-equivariant
homeomorphismB(Xn,Σn,Σn)∼=EΣn×Xn with diagonalΣn-action onEΣn×Xn.

(3) For U :Σ-Top′ → N-Top theD-cofibrant resolutionQX is a combination of(1)
and (2).

(4) If U = U1 andB is a well-pointed operad, thenQB is the cotriple resolution ofB
associated with the adjoint pair(F1,U1), which we mentioned in the introduction(e.g.,
see[1, p. 88]).

3.22. Remark. We now have various notions of homotopy inC. Let C∅A be a cylinder
object ofA with respect to theD-structure (inOpr we have to assume thatA is well-
pointed to ensure the existence ofC∅A). The Relative Lifting Lemma applied to

A∪A A⊗ I

C∅A A

shows that homotopic morphisms areD-homotopic. Hence the standard homotopy rela
in C is finer than theD- homotopy relation.
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4. Universal E∞ operads

es

. So

by
n

n

4.1. Theorem. Let U :Σ-Top′ → D be a forgetful functor of diagram2.1. Let B be a
well-pointed operad such thatU1(B) isD-cofibrant inΣ-Top′. Then

ε(B) :WB → B

is aD-cofibrant resolution ofB. In particular,WB is homotopy equivalent inOpr to the
cotriple resolutionQB of B 3.21(4).

Before we prove the theorem let us characterizeD-cofibrant objects in the categori
C �=Opr.

4.2. Proposition.

(1) An objectX in Σ-Top′ or in N-Top′ is (Σ-Top)-respectively(N-Top)-cofibrant iff
X1 is well-pointed.

(2) An objectX in Σ-Top is(N-Top)-cofibrant iffXn is a numerable principalΣn-space
for n� 2.

(3) X in Σ-Top′ is (N-Top)-cofibrant iff X1 is well-pointed andXn is a numerable
principalΣn-space forn� 2. SuchX are also(N-Top′)-cofibrant.

Proof. (1) follows from [22, Proposition 1]. (3) is a consequence of (1) and (2)
let X be in Σ-Top. Recall thatXn is a numerable principalΣn-space iff there is an
equivariant classifying mapXn → EΣn. Let EΣ denote the collection{EΣn; n ∈ N}
with EΣ1 = EΣ0 = ∗, and letX be (N-Top)-cofibrant. Since eachEΣn →∗ is a trivial
fibration inTop, there is a lifth

EΣ

X

h

∗
producing classifying mapshn :Xn → EΣn. Conversely, classifying mapshn define a
section(h, id)

X
(h,id)−→EΣ ×X→X

of the projection. HenceX is (N-Top)-cofibrant, being a retract ofEΣ × X, which is
(N-Top)-cofibrant by 3.21. ✷
Proof of 4.1. Define ther-skeletonWrB of WB to be the suboperad generated
those elements which can be represented by trees with at mostr internal edges. The
W0B = F1 ◦ U1(B), whereF1 is left adjoint toU1. By 3.11W0B is D-cofibrant. Since
WB = colimr W

rB, it remains to show thatWr−1B ⊂WrB is aD-cofibration.
Let λ be an abstract planar tree withr internal edges andn inputs as described i

Section 2. The spaceMλ of elements iñT U1(B) with underlying treeλ is of the form

Mλ
∼= I r ×

∏
j
B(nj )

mj ×Σn
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if λ hasmj vertices withnj inputs. HereI r codifies the lengths of the internal edges,

ns is

in
g

with

y

∏
j B(nj )mj codifies the vertex labels andΣn the input labels.
Let Λ be the set of all trees which can be obtained fromλ by iterated application

of relation 2.2.2. We callΛ the shape orbitof λ. We have a groupGΛ acting on
MΛ :=⋃

λ∈ΛMλ, given as follows:Σr permutes the coordinates ofI r ,Σmj and(Σnj )
mj

act onB(nj )
mj by permuting factors respectively by the right action ofΣnj on B(nj ),

Σn acts onΣn by composition on the right. LetGλ denote the subgroup ofGΛ generated
by all g ∈GΛ which mapMλ into itself and for which the labelled treesA andg(A) are
related by a single application of relation 2.2.2.

A labelled treeA ∈Mλ represents an element inWr−1B iff

(1) some vertex is an identity (relation 2.4.1 applies),
(2) some internal edge has length 0 (relation 2.4.2 applies),
(3) some internal edge has length 1 (thenA decomposes into smaller trees).

The subspaceNλ ⊂Mλ consisting of all labelled trees satisfying one of these conditio
Gλ-invariant. Note that the orbit spacesNλ/Gλ andMλ/Gλ have rightΣn-actions, defined
by (see Section 2)

[θ, f, g,h] · π = [
θ, f,π−1 ◦ g,h].

We considerNλ/Gλ andMλ/Gλ as objects inΣ-Top′, consisting of the base point
grade 1 and the spacesNλ/Gλ respectivelyMλ/Gλ in graden, all other grades bein
empty. By construction,WrB may be identified with the following pushout inOpr

∐
λ F1(Nλ/Gλ)

∐
λ F1(Mλ/Gλ)

Wr−1B WrB

whereλ runs through a complete set of representatives of shape orbits of treesr
internal edges.

By 3.10 and 3.11 we have to show thatNλ/Gλ →Mλ/Gλ is aD-cofibration.
To combine theGλ-action with theΣn-action we decompose:

Mλ =
⋃
σ∈Σn

Pλ,σ , wherePλ,σ ∼= I r ×
∏

j
B(nj )

mj × σ.

An elementg ∈ Gλ mapsPλ,σ to Pλ,τ with τ = σ ◦ p(g−1), wherep :Gλ → Σn is
the homomorphism sendingg to its left action on the input labels. PutPλ = Pλ,id and
Qλ =Nλ ∩ Pλ. Define aGλ-action onPλ by

Gλ × Pλ →Mλ → Pλ

where the first map is the restriction of theGλ-action onMλ and the second is induced b
the homeomorphismsPλ,σ ∼= Pλ which forget the input labels. In particularA ∈ Pλ and
g(A) · p(g−1) ∈ Pλ,p(g−1) are related by 2.2.2.
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Let q :X→ Y be a trivialU -fibration inΣ-Top′. Consider a commutative diagram

s

use

,

e

.

ce

s

do
Nλ/Gλ
u

Xn

q

Mλ/Gλ
v

h

Yn

Define aGλ-action onXn by g · x = x · p(g−1) and similarly onYn. The diagram induce
aGλ-equivariant commutative square

Qλ
u

j

Xn

q

Pλ
v

h

Yn

It suffices to construct aGλ-equivariant fillerh to obtain the requiredΣn-equivariant
filler h.

If U = U2, the fillerh exists by the equivariant version of [22, Proposition 1], beca
Qλ → Pλ is a closedGλ-equivariant cofibration (see [5, App. 2]).

If U =U3 orU5◦U3, then eachB(k) is a numerable principalΣk-space by assumption
and we observe thatPλ andQλ are numerable principalGλ-spaces. In this caseq is an
ordinary trivial fibration. The based cases do not cause problems becauseQλ andPλ are
well-pointed.

Let w :Pλ → EGλ be a classifying map. We obtain aGλ-equivariant commutativ
diagram

Qλ
(w◦j,u)

j

EGλ×Xn

(id,q)

Pλ
(w,v)

EGλ × Yn
But (id, q) :EGλ × Xn → EGλ × Yn is a trivial fibration in the category ofGλ-spaces
Hence the last diagram has a filler.

This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
SinceB is well-pointed, bothWB andQB areΣ-Top′-cofibrant resolutions ofB.

Hence they are homotopy equivalent by the Relative Lifting Lemma.✷
Our results allow the construction of universalE∞ operads.

4.3. Definition. An operadB is called anE∞ operadif the unique morphismB → Com
into the operad of commutative monoids is an(N-Top)-equivalence, i.e., if each spa
B(n) is contractible.

An E∞ operadB is calleduniversalif for anyE∞ operadC there is a map of operad
B → C, i.e., anyC-structure can be pulled back to aB-structure.

Observe that our notion of anE∞ operad differs from the one in [15] in so far as we
not requireΣ-freeness. In particular,Com isE∞.
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4.4. Proposition. Let B be anE∞ operad and letQ → Com be an(N-Top)-cofibrant
n

-

i.e.,

f
re
resolution ofCom. Then there is a functor of operadsQ → B uniquely up to homotopy i
Opr which makes

Q B

Com

commute. In particular,Q is universal. Any two such resolutionsQ are homotopy equi
valent inOpr.

Proof. Apply the Relative Lifting Lemma. ✷
We know how to construct such resolutions. Starting with any operadB we first whisker

B(1) as in 3.21(1) to obtain an operadB′ such thatU3 ◦U1(B′) is an(N-Top)-cofibrant
resolution ofU3 ◦ U1(B) (cf. [4, p. 1120]). The composition inB′ is the one inB for
elements inB, and for the new elementst ∈ I we define

f ◦ t = f if f /∈ I,
f ◦ (f1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ t ⊕ · · · ⊕ fn)

= f ◦ (f1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ id⊕· · · ⊕ fn) if f /∈ I,
t ◦ f = f ◦ t = max(f, t) if f ∈ I.

In a second step we replace a well-pointed operadB (such asB′) by the operad
B = B × Γ , whereΓ is the topological realization of the Barratt–Eccles operad,
Γ (n) = EΣn (see [16, §4] for an explicit description). The projectionB → B is an
(N-Top)-cofibrant resolution ofU1(B).

Finally, from Theorem 4.1, we obtain

4.5. Proposition.

(1) If B is any operad, thenWB′ is an(N-Top)-cofibrant resolution ofB.
(2) If B is a well-pointed operad, thenWB is an(N-Top)-cofibrant resolution ofB.
(3) If B is a well-pointed operad such that eachB(n) is a numerable principalΣn-space,

thenWB is an(N-Top)-cofibrant resolution ofB.

4.6. Examples of universal E∞-operads.

(1) LetΓ be the Barratt–Eccles operad. ThenΓ = Com andWΓ is universal.
(2) Let Q∞ be the infinite little cubes operad of[4]. Q∞ is well-pointed(see the proo

of [5, (2.50)]). Each spaceQ∞(n) is a numerable principalΣn-space, because the
is aΣn-equivariant map to the configuration spaceF(R∞, n) which is a numerable
principalΣn-space. HenceWQ∞ is universal.

(3) LetL be the linear isometry operad of[4]. L is well-pointed and each spaceL(n) is a
numerable principalΣn-space(this follows from[7, Proposition1.4and Lemma1.7,
p. 199]). HenceWL is universal.
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